Revolution Around the Corner
Voices from the Puerto Rican Socialist Party in the United States
EDITED BY JOSÉ E. VELÁZQUEZ, CARMEN V. RIVERA, AND ANDRÉS TORRES

Do Right by Me
Learning to Raise Black Children in White Spaces
VALERIE I. HARRISON AND KATHRYN PEACH D’ANGELO

Pedagogies of Woundedness
Illness, Memoir, and the Ends of the Model Minority
JAMES KYUNG-JIN LEE
Dis/color series
FORTHCOMING DEC 2021

Slavery and Abolition in Pennsylvania
BEVERLY C. TOMEK
Pennsylvania History series

Who Really Makes Environmental Policy?
Creating and Implementing Environmental Rules and Regulations
EDITED BY SARA R. RINFRET

Feminist Reflections on Childhood
A History and Call to Action
PENNY A. WEISS

The Evolution of a Cricket Fan
My Shapeshifting Journey
SAMIR CHOPRA
WITH A FOREWORD BY MUKUL KESAVAN
Sporting series

God Is Change
Religious Practices and Ideologies in the Works of Octavia Butler
EDITED BY APARAJITA NANDA AND SHELBY L. CROSBY

Q & A
Voices from Queer Asian North America
EDITED BY MARTIN F. MANALANSAN IV, ALICE Y. HOM, AND KALE BANTIGUE FAJARDO
PREFACE BY DAVID L. ENG

Passing for Perfect
College Impostors and Other Model Minorities
ERIN KHUÊ NINH

Illegal Immigrants/Model Minorities
The Cold War of Chinese American Narrative
HEIDI KIM

The Refugee Aesthetic
Reimagining Southeast Asian America
TIMOTHY K. AUGUST

Take 30% off when you order at our booth or online
see our full list @ http://tupress.temple.edu/promotions/18
Enter promo code: TAMSTUD21 for discount
Applies to all American Studies titles • Offer expires 11/30/21